
      Standardisation of the harvesting procedure - eliminating
      operator variability

      Rapid, high sample throughput by multi-level, parallel tissue processing

      Optimal integral fixative mixing - providing fresh fixative with no
      operator intervention

      Ergonomic compact design - system fits into the smallest of
      laboratory spaces

      Integral Fume extraction - eliminating exposure to hazardous fixative vapour

      Easy to use hand-held controller

      Extensive alarm system - enhancing sample security and system reliability

      Multiple dispensing and aspiration probes - ensuring blockage free operation

      Easy programming capability to accommodate or modify existing protocols

      Range of tried and tested harvesting protocols supplied

      Developed in collaboration with leading cytogenetic laboratories

Custom designed to 
radically improve the speed,
efficiency and repetitive quality of
cytogenetic in situ culture harvesting
MultiPrep GenieTM provides

robotic cytogenetic in situ culture harvester
innovative automation for cytogenetics

MultiPrep
Genie205

TM
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Multiple dispensing and aspirating probes

   Ensure blockage-free operation

   Provide dual redundancy

   Can accommodate additional reagents
   within protocols

Multi-level, parallel tissue processing

   Rapid, high sample throughput

   Compact and ergonomic

   Completely enclosed sample
   processing area

Extensive Alarm System

   Both Audio and Visual Output

   Provides increased
   sample security

   Increased system reliability

Integral fume extraction facility

   Removes the requirement for
   installation in a fume cabinet

   Eliminates operator exposure
   to hazardous fixative vapour

Integral fixative mixing (optional)

   Ensures availability of freshly-mixed fixative

   Volume calculated to match sample load to 
   minimise reagent wastage

   Reduces operator exposure to hazardous 
   fixative ingredients

Easy-to-use hand-held controller

   Requires minimal operator interaction

   Vastly reduced footprint compared to desktop PC

   Simple to change or modify protocol variables

   Software upgrades available by internet

The MultiPrep GenieTM Robotic Harvester is the only
system available specifically designed to perform
cytogenetic in situ culture harvesting.

Careful attention has been given to addressing the
shortfalls inherent in all other systems currently in
operation for surface culture harvesting, generating
a product which is specifically tailored for the
requirements of the cytogeneticist.

Multi-level processing Hand-held controller
Multiple dispense and aspiration
probes with active LED display

Onboard fume
extraction

Genial Genetic Solutions Limited

P.O. Box 3751  l  Chester  l  Cheshire CH1 9UF  l  UK
t +44 1244 404970   f +44 (0)1244 404971
e info@genialgenetics.com  www.genialgenetics.com

Multiple dispense and aspiration
probes with active LED displayMulti-level processing
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